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CUTTING MERINO WOOL FELT WITH YOUR 

BROTHER SCANNCUT SDX

This is a tutorial on how to cut my 100% Merino Wool 

Felt with your Brother ScanNCut Machine SDX. 

Supplies needed 

• Brother ScanNCut 

• 100% Merino Wool Felt 

• Standard Mat 

• Hightack Adhesive 

• Automatic Blade & Holder 

• Brayer Roller 

• Spatula (ScanNCut Tool) 

• Stylus (ScanNCut Tool) 

• Huggies Baby Wipes 

• Notpad and pen 

 

1. Take your brand new Standard Purple Brother 

ScanNCut Mat and your Brother ScanNCut Hightack 

Adhesive. Using the instructions from the package 

and attach the Hightack Adhesive to your Standard 

Purple ScanNCut Mat. This is now your Felt Cutting 

Mat Only. Use this mat to do all your 100% Merino 

Wool Felt Cutting. Take your Permanent Marker 

and mark the top of your mat ‘Wool Felt’. This will 

remind you that this mat is to only be used for felt 

cutting. 

2. Take your 100% Merino Wool Felt Sheet and place 

it in the center of your Mat. Using your Brayer 

Roller role back and forth on your felt with very 

firm pressure to adhere to the mat. 100% Merino 

Wool Felt is not woven but felted using steam and 

friction to matt the fibers together to form the sheet. 

Do not rub the felt with your Spatula or other tools 

as this will move the felt from the mat and not 

provide the firm adhering to perform the cut. 

3. Take your Auto Blade Holder with Blade and using 

your Permanent Marker write ‘Wool Felt’ on your 

Blade Holder and use this Blade and Blade holder 

only for Wool Felt Cutting. 

4. Now you are ready to cut out shapes from your 

ScanNCut Machine. 

5. Select the pattern from the machine and select. 

6. Click on the scan icon to scan your mat to carefully 

place the shape over the piece of felt you wish to cut 

out. Once you are happy with your placement click 

OK to begin your cutting. 

7. Before finalizing the cut, complete a test cut to make 

sure the machine is ready to cut your shapes. Select 

Test and place the tiny square layering over the piece 

of felt next to the shape and begin cutting. It will 

only cut the test shape. 

8. Once it has completed use the stylus or spatula to 

carefully remove the triangle shape. 

a. If it is removed with some very minor 

fraying this is ok, you can continue to step 

9. 

b. If it is removed with no fraying but has 

scored the mat too much, reduce the 

pressure setting by one or two points. 

c. If you are unable to remove the piece, 

increase the pressure setting by one or two 

points. 

9. If you have completed a cut with no scoring and the 

triangle comes free, then CONGRATULATIONS!  
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10. Take your Notepad, pen and PVA Glue. Write 

down the settings of your Blade Holder, the colour 

of the felt and glue the Triangle that was cut next to 

the settings, so you remember this for next time you 

cut out your felt. 

You now will be able to cut out your patterns for your 

creations with ease. 

If you are still presenting with problems with cutting 

your 100% Merino Wool Felt, then always feel free to 

contact me on 0428122639. I’m always happy to help. 

 

If you would like to learn more about cutting wool felt 

with My felt Lady please feel free to contact me anytime. 

I’m always up for a good felty chat. 

 

As a bonus of purchasing your machine from 

Echidna, here is a wonderful gift from me to you 

in my online store! 

Use code SCANNCUTMFLESG 

And receive $10.00 off entire order* 

*Minimum purchase of A$50.00. Not to be used in conjunction with any 

other offers. Valid one use per customer. 

ONLY THE BEST 

The entire Wool Felt Collection is manufactured 

in Europe, home of the highest quality wool felt 

factories in the world. The Wool used in my felt 

is extremely soft and durable. It has qualities 

that are unmatched by synthetic felt or wool felt 

blends and cuts smoothly, does not fray at the 

edges, is pill, fuzz and stretch resistant and is 

evenly dense throughout. 

Interested to learn more? Head to 

www.myfeltlady.com to find out more 
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